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April 22, 2020. Biogeography II: basic principles; ecological vs. historical
approaches; vicariance vs. dispersal
The study of distribution of organisms on earth's surface, traditionally divided into two
main areas of inquiry:
(1) Ecological Biogeography
a. Physiological studies -- limits to distribution of particular species in an equilibrium
framework.
-- Tradition began in1805, 1815 with Humboldt - zonation on mountains resembles
latitudinal gradient; 1820 De Candolle (the elder), father of biogeography
-- Typically deals with relatively recent patterns and interactions with an ecological and
phenological emphasis. Community based.
-- From this view questions addressed might be like “What allows a species to occur in
one area and prevents it from expanding into other areas?”
-- Can involve paleontological data, so is not restricted to currently extant populations.
-- Studies often involve the impact of human activities; succession theory; the dynamics
of communities and populations; fire ecology; restoration ecology; invasive species.
-- We discussed this area quite a bit in the session on niche modeling
b. Island biogeography -- species considered as "particles" reacting to factors such as area
and distance from sources (see diagrams on third page). Again, based on a equilibrium
world view, and a perhaps even more serious problem: species are not quanta!
(2) Historical Biogeography
a. Consideration of historical effects on the distribution of species -- a non-equilibrium
world view.
b. A long tradition in biology, but before the age of exploration there was little concept of
geographical variation in biota
-- ca.1750's: environmentally similar but distantly isolated regions have distinct
assemblages of organisms (Buffon's Law)
1743 Linnaeus, idea that on some tropical island there had been the Garden of Eden,
and subsequent dispersal
-- mid 1800's: J. Hooker, A. Gray (vicariance!), A.R. Wallace, C. Darwin; evolution!
-- after evolution: tradition of looking for areas of origin, migration patterns based on
stable geography; Darlington, Simpson
-- other traditions developed, primarily in botany: "drifters" (Wulff, Cain, Camp) &
"land-bridgers" (Van Steenis)
-- 1900's continental drift (Wegener 1912)- but not really accepted until 1960s
-- Croizot: panbiogeography (series of books 1952, 58, 60, 62), a search for generalized
"tracks" (see figure on page 3).
c. Phylogenetic biogeography (i.e., look at one group at a time on a map in relation to a
cladogram):
-- Hennig 1960, progression rule, speciation by peripheral isolates, more derived taxa
further out from center of origin.
-- Brundin 1966, famous studies of midges, established Hennig
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-- Humphries and Parenti 1999, cladistic biogeography.
-- Basically a type of trait mapping onto cladograms, as we have already discussed.
d. Event based optimality methods for estimation of biogeographic history (Ronquist &
Sanmartin 2011 and Crisp et al., 2011). Event-based methods are rapidly expanding due to
advances in ML and Bayesian methods, as well as parametric statistics. DIVA, DEC, HVM,
BioGeoBEARS and RevBayes. More in lab this afternoon...
e. Vicariance biogeography or more generally comparative biogeography (80's 90's) (i.e.,
focus on areas, and look for congruent patterns among many groups) Nelson, Platnick, Rosen.
-- Goal is to summarize a set of taxon-area cladograms to make a general area cladogram.
-- Another case where one compares trees for their mutual information content within a
higher-level "containing" unit. Analogies made to assessing "homology" in characters. But in
this case the OTUs of interest are areas, and the organismal phylogenies are taken as the
characters and states. Taxic homology here would mean currently disjunct distributions that
stem from a common biotic history. Homoplasy here means dispersal.
-- Congruence is taken as evidence of shared history (vicariance); incongruence as
evidence of separate history (dispersal). Is this a well-supported kind of inference? Why might
the analogy break down?
-- A number of methodologies
are used, including consensus methods,
Brooks parsimony, component
analysis. Big problems include how to
deal with missing data and
incongruence.
-- Time calibrated phylogenies
using DNA data and fossils have more
recently given an independent way to
assess vicariance vs. dispersal
hypotheses.

Area cladogram in vicariance
biogeography - pattern due to shared
taxa e.g., hylid frogs, ratite birds, and
xylontine fishes
Creevey & McInerney, 2009. Trees from Trees: Construction of
Phylogenetic Supertrees Using Clann. Methods in molecular biology
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f. Phylogeography
-- The attempt to take into account the geographic distribution of population variation to
understand geographic patterns that may result in divergence, ultimately leading to "speciation. "
-- Focus on species "boundaries. " [is this the right metaphor?]
-- Shares some methodology with phylogenetics, but mostly uses distance methods
looks at gene trees or genealogies.
field.

-- Probably should just be treated as part of regular phylogenetics rather than a separate

Calif distribution of Abies concolor
courtesy Jepson Herbarium

(courtesy Mike Palmer, OK State U.)

An example of Hennig's progression rule
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Croizot's Panbiogeography. Some generalized tracks for the southern hemisphere and S. E. Asian tropics;
Chironomid midges; Nothofagus; Restionaceae, Araucaria, Libocedrus. After Humphries and Parenti (1986, p.19)

"Events" in
biogeography:

From: https://evolution.berkeley.edu/evolibrary/news/091001_madagascar
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